
BASHUNDHARA CITY FIRE INCIDENCE

, the top floors of the Bashundhara City complex caught on fire. Sohel ordered a three-member committee to review the
incident.

Seven to eight people were seen on the rooftop seeking help around pm. If this huge structure had been set up
legally, the fire brigade fire fighters would not have such problems in extinguishing the fire above 13th floor.
Several shops were burned at Block-C, Level-6 in the fire which started at a shoe store at about am, according
to fire service officials. Built at a cost of Tk. We are surely happy to see the sincerity, honesty and sensitivity
of our prime minister, who is passing her days in great agony due to the crisis created by some misguided
jawans of BDR. The capacity of Rajuk may further be built to handle pressures from external interventions.
However, locals said a number of people might be trapped inside as smoke and heat made it difficult to come
out to safety. Firefighters could not rescue them immediately due to smoke, said Shakil. Both incidents had
taken place on the eighth floor. Its just an accident. They were soon joined by the Fire Service personnel. The
government deserves commendation for pulling out all its resources to extinguish the fire. Lt Commander
Shahidul Islam, who led a member rescue team from the navy, said they searched through the affected floors,
but found no-one. The injured were rushed to nearby clinics and hospitals and treated for burns and smoke
inhalation. According to unconfirmed reports, electrical malfunction caused the fire, but authorities are yet to
confirm it. We are expecting good quality report from the committee set up by the ministry of home affairs. A
raging blaze yesterday reduced the upper levels of the capital's Bashundhara City shopping complex to a
skeleton, killing at least seven people and injuring 20 others. Some 18 people were rescued, 11 of whom had
taken shelter on the rooftop. Inset, a fireman on a ladder tries to get closer to the raging fire at the southern
part of the building. The Bashundhara Group is one of the largest trading groups in the country. After visiting
the spot yesterday, Dhaka North City Corporation Mayor Annisul Huq said they would investigate why the
building caught fire again and again. Some of the shop-owners at the mall however said short-circuit might be
responsible. Smoke was seen billowing out of the building even after 6pm. The two victims -- both employees
of the market -- were taking treatment at a private hospital. Our building codes are also fairly up to date 
Plumes of smoke continued to spiral out of the eight-storey shopping mall at Panthapath around am today.


